
Wall decal whiteboard Pin and torn paper

Manufacturer: Ambiance-sticker
Reference:tableau-blanc-RJ051

Price: 17.00€

Options:
Size (HxL) : 40 x 30 cm (15.5 x 12 in), 55 x 40 cm (21.5 x 15.5 in. ) (+ 6.00€), 65 x 45 cm (+ 10.00€), 80 x
55 cm (31,5 X 21,5 in.) (+ 16.00€)
Direction : Normal, Reverse

Criteria associated:
:

Description:
Whiteboards wall decals for your interior decoration!

These whiteboards decals and this whiteboard Pin and torn paper can give you decorating ideas for your
home. Combines elegance and originality in your decoration with this sticker Pin and torn paper.

  Where can I stick this wall sticker? 

This wall sticker will be perfect on the interior walls of your kitchen, living room or study! It is a great way
to both decorate your home and organise the family events. It can also be stuck in a kids room so that they
can use it to drawn.

https://www.ambiance-sticker.com/en/wall-decal-whiteboard-pin-and-torn-paper-xml-370_3336_3647-17630.html


Very quick and easy to use. No paint, no tool, no sticky paste necessary. Just peel and stick the wall decal to
any smooth surface. It can be removed without any wall damage.

Color: black

Chalkboard sticker for writing with a chalk

Removable
Thickness: 0.2 mm

How to apply wall decals



Technical specification



 

Vinyl brand: Avery Dennison® 500 Event Film Matt / Orafol Orajet® 3164-XMRA matt Lifetime:  5 years
Thickness: 0,1 mm Removable: yes. It does not damage the wall Waterproof: yes Washable with water:
yes Resistance to solvents: yes Toxic: no Flammable: no (norm NF P 92-501 - M1) Smell: none Type of
adhesive: acrylic glue Temperature resistance: From -40 to 85°C Origin: Made in France and Belgium

 

* Applies to all our vinyl printed and cut. Not applicable for blackboards, luminescent, whiteboards and other kind of material/span>

Link to the product

https://www.ambiance-sticker.com/en/wall-decal-whiteboard-pin-and-torn-paper-xml-370_3336_3647-17630.html

